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To: SPLC Investigations Staff,
Below are condensed letters conveying some of my concerns that I have submitted over the
years to the City of Miami Police and other law enforcement and regulatory agencies. It is
retaliation of the worst forms involving the University of Miami and likely the State and
Miami-Dade County (at least). I have not yet sent the letter immediately below to Ronnie,
at FWS (more about that in the letter below). I am not sure I will, because he never
responded to the second letter below and likely would not to this one either. This
unconstitutional horror is being covered-up at the highest of levels, including the Florida
Bar.
I am a big supporter of the SPLC -- and agree with all the work you have done and all
of your concerns. However, sometimes we must look in our "own backyard". Although a
registered Democrat, I believe the left is much scarier than the alt-right at this point, and I
describe my concerns below. Not the least of my concerns are that these individuals seem
to be operating under the cover of legitimate organizations, including the highest levels of
law enforcement. This actually is probably not new to you -- but I submit it is much more
dangerous and scary than most of us want to imagine. At the end of the day, it is the
organizations that are most threatening to our liberties and constitution are the most
dangerous. Thanks in large part to your diligence, the alt-right, I do not believe, rises to that
level of a threat currently. However, I believe these left leaning people (perhaps Deep State
is the best term, maybe anarchists) work in our Intelligence, among other professions, and
hence are more of a danger to our democracy and constitution than any other threat in the
US currently. … George Washington did not even believe in political parties and I agree with
him -- we could get rid of them but people would fight losing that power and
money. (Regardless, we should do that for the sake of the Country.)
I reference my online site ourconstitution.info below. If you read down a bit from the top
of that site LINKS page, under Extrajudicial Killings in the US, I have a long narrative with
the first few lines highlighted red. What happened to the white UM patient at Boynton
Beach's Bethesda Hospital is unspeakable. I will also say that the two younger women I
refer to, now with cancer, are both black. (I sent a complaint to the Joint Commission
detailing the retaliation I had been subject to, the role those women had played [I am sure
just "following orders" at UM/University of Miami ], and my concerns for the etiology of
their cancers. I am glad to send that report to you upon request.) I was threatened by my
UM manager that something malicious happened at a surgery (elective, pathology negative)

-- and am still being followed. I am also forwarding a report I made to the City of Miami
Police (one of multiple emails to them). In this email (initially to Ronnie at FWS) I describe
a concerning conversation on 4.2.17 at Miami's Pinecrest Market regarding Judge Scalia
and Judge Thomas. On 4.12.17, the day after I reported that conversation to the Supreme
Court Police (4.11.17), the black New York State Appeals Court Judge Sheila AbdusSalaam was found dead, floating in the Hudson. She was the country's first female Muslim
judge and first African-American woman appointed to the state Court of Appeals. (Some
accounts state she had not been a practicing Muslim for many years.) She had marks
around her neck, although how long they had been there is unknown. She was last seen on
video walking near the river the prior evening. Her family and friends insist it was not a
suicide. The papers had also falsely stated that other family members had died of suicide. I
have not reported my concerns about this elsewhere but maybe you can do so or
investigate this and/or some of my other concerns.
See below for more horror -- we are in a rapid descent due to extremely powerful,
antagonistic, unconstitutional forces on our own soil. I am sending this out because people
must demand reform of our powerful institutions/universities, intelligence apparatus, etc. - and they must know about these abominable acts. I am glad to answer any further
questions and submit any other documentation you request.
Thank you very much for your important work. Let me know how I can further help.
Judy
Judith Futerfas
786-585-4769
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Hi Ronnie,
I did mention some further very disturbing events in my last email to you (below). Do
these concerns rise to the level of something you would investigate? I imagine if not your
department, someone at the State (Federal Government?) would want to know about and
perhaps look into these things? (There have been other very serious concerns since. I have
mentioned some in this longer letter.)
You had asked me on the phone initially if I thought Dr. Flamm was mad that I did not get
the brief manatee/boater paper to him -- I answered that I guessed so -- Susan Markley (or
someone from the MDC [Miami-Dade County] MPPRC [Manatee Protection Plan Review
Committee]) had scratched out the "MS" (degree) on my desk name plate for those
meetings (in about 2009). This was after I spoke with Jay Gorzelany at one of the MDPPRC

meetings (Gorzelany knows Flamm from Tampa). Markley was a bit weird to me,
somewhat rude actually on a few occasions during the meetings. After the Committee
sunsetted, Markley told me that her students had been taken away from her. She left the
County (job) in 2011. While the Committee was meeting I did point out that, in violation of
the Ethics rules, some of the members who were land owners on the Miami River were in a
position to profit by some of the issues we were voting on, in particular regarding boat
docks. However, nothing changed and these same members remained and voted on these
and other issues. If you will recall, during my FIU MS research (2003) which was quite
extensive, Flamm did receive the over 12,000 Excel boat data entries I cataloged (and the
many subcategories within them), these same entries were also recorded in real time and
then transcribed by me, and he also received the approximately 300 boater survey results
(very detailed, extensive phone survey). I had also submitted three reports to the
State and completed my thesis. I have offered several times to discuss any reasonable steps
towards a resolution, also stating that this situation could have been handled better by
everyone involved.
However, respectfully, in regards to your question about Flamm's level of anger, I think a
much more important question is, "Is the vile hostility against me and those around me,
that I have reported, including the hackings (phone/email home/work) and other
extremely serious concerns, an appropriate response (from anyone for anything
)?" Particularly concerning also is the fact that someone (or persons) may be on a taxpayer
time-clock (or otherwise acting surreptitiously on someone else's dollars) while doing this
illegal and unethical activity. Might Flamm be/have been committing some of these acts
while on the FWS time-clock, or using FWS equipment? Markley as a County
employee? Jeff Borg (ACLU) who I mentioned to you previously? Borg also has very
extensive computer skills and I believe was possibly involved with prior phone/email
hacking and for other reasons also, I feel was involved with extensive, ongoing purloining
of my mail. These concerns have also been reported in detail to the police and USPS
investigations. …
… In looking up Flamm recently I see that he is a geo-spatial analyst. That is particularly eyeopening in light of the horrid retaliation I have been subject to, and other very serious concerns
I have had. He no doubt has high level computer skills, and knows others who do as
well. Flamm probably also has the ability to track someone (or have them tracked, or worse)
via satellite assistance -- and in fact may do this as part of his job? However, the concerns I
have would NOT be part of his job description, are indeed beyond unconstitutional, and need to
be investigated. Please recall that I did not know Flamm and Markley much more than by name
-- nothing of much importance was ever discussed besides manatee/boat related. I do not
know how Flamm ended up at that initial meeting in Miami where I met him, probably in
2000. I assumed then that most of his regular work time at FWS was spent on manatee/boater
related research and data collections. If his work (or views/personal activities) entailed
anything controversial, concerning, and/or unconstitutional, in my opinion, full-disclosure was
necessary and warranted from the outset. It may be that he should not be working with
students at all. I am also curious, as I have mentioned, why Flamm was briefly at the Pinecrest
Market those weeks ago, hours from home (Tampa Bay area), catching my attention from over

20 feet away, walking right past my table where I was handing out US pocket constitutions,
looking straight ahead, and leaving -- not saying a word.
Another strange occurrence happened a few years ago. I had reported to the City of Miami
Police some years ago that two military members (a man and woman who said they were from
Homestead Base) came to Fairchild Gardens while I was volunteering there. They had long lens
cameras and were in uniform. (They said they were bird-watching.) They stopped to speak
with me and at the time I thought the conversation became somewhat strange -- somehow
having them question my loyalty (they thought Obama was not sending enough troops to the
middle-east -- I was concerned about that strategy and for increased deaths and maiming of
our soldiers -- they questioned whether I was referring to concern for our troops (versus
civilians I guess [which I thought I had made clear and quickly reiterated I was referring to
deaths and maiming of our troops] -- very strange incident). In hindsight, I do not think those
military visitors to Fairchild were "bird-watching" although I believe they did take
photos. When I have been handing out my Constitutions I have also had people stand right
in front of me and take head shots, not saying a word …
… Another extremely concerning event regarding Borg and Fairchild was reported to the
City of Miami Police -- Borg was at Fairchild one day a couple of years ago while I was
volunteering on a tram-ride with the children. I had recently been at an ACLU meeting (I
will never go back), and Borg heard me say that I was a volunteer at Fairchild. I believe it
was that next weekend that Borg was in the strangest pose as the tram came around the
corner. He was sitting at a lunch table, turned away from the table, staring up at the
morning sun, in a strong, deliberate pose, similar to a pose for a statute. It was a
planned position, directly in my line of sight. That was the first and last time I had ever
seen him at Fairchild. (I don't recall ever seeing him again since.) He is beyond scary and I
have since learned that the ACLU has been known to be a cover for the CIA. That I believe -I also know, however, that no one is above the law…

